. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Energy law is one of the fastest growing areas in legal practice and in academia. There are many reasons for this and an exploration of them forms part of the motivation for this article. For such a fast-growing discipline, it is also important to reflect on the features that give cohesiveness to its curriculum development: how it is taught; who is teaching it and where it is being taught; and what content is given to the curriculum offered? Is it, for example, national in focus or international, or both? A recent review on the state of energy law education in the USA, 'Energy Law Education in the U.S.: An Overview and Recommendations' 1 (the US Review), demonstrates the scale and ambition of energy law education in that country. This article complements that exercise by providing a review of energy law education in the UK as at 2016. By comparing and contrasting the two approaches, we can glean some distinctive features of the UK approach.
In the USA, there exists an 'Energy Bar Association' 2 that is comprised of professionals and academics; however, no comparable association exists in the UK. More recently, in 2015, academics and practitioners formed the 'UK Energy Law and Policy Association', 3 which aims to bridge the gap between energy law academics and practitioners. This mixed constituency contrasts with that of the 'US Energy Bar Association', which has its roots directly in private practice. It may be noted that there are several other energy-related associations in the UK, but these take as their focal point a specific energy source: for example, nuclear energy 4 and petroleum. 5 Our approach is to take the structure of the Energy Bar Association report and compare education on energy law between the two jurisdictions. The article begins with some reflections on what energy law means in the respective jurisdictions and notes what is arguably distinct about the UK approach (Section 2). It then provides an overview of energy law scholarship in the UK, exploring what it is and how it has developed (Section 3). It goes on to examine what the purpose of offering an energy law curriculum is (Section 4), before discussing how the awareness of the field of energy law has developed in the UK (Section 5). In this context, it details its institutional expansion through the emergence of distinct university-based centres of Energy Law; new Energy Law programmes; centres with Environmental and Climate Change Law; new academic positions; and academic and practitioner events in this specialist field. A brief summary follows of the teaching of energy law and what programmes and modules are available (Section 6). The penultimate section focuses on how energy law education engages with practitioners and offers some pathways forward (Section 7). Finally, it takes a look at the future and particularly considers the conclusions reached by the US Review and their relevance to the positioning of energy law education and practice in the UK.
. W H A T I S E N E R G Y L A W ?
There has been little reflection on what energy law actually is by the academic community in the UK.
6 This is not unusual. A brief examination of many of the key texts in energy law whether they focus on Australia, the EU or the USA reveals that few elaborate on what energy law is.
7 Indeed, many of the general texts on energy law are in their second or third (or even later) editions and they do not actually engage in the debate. Even among the few exceptions, the authors have only inserted it into the later editions (ie in the second, third or fourth editions) by way of contributing to the discussion.
Immediately, one can detect some differences in approach between these definitions and a definition appropriate to the UK context. To begin with, there is no federal state structure. The devolved constitutional structure of the UK has some relevance for energy matters but nothing comparable to that of a federal state. Just as importantly, another difference, albeit one that is now rapidly evolving, is the legal relationship with the EU. There is much EU law that is concerned with energy matters and that body of law is also part of energy law in the UK. Yet another difference would be in the field of ownership of energy resources, where the UK follows the pattern of most countries in the world and provides for only state ownership of resources while they are in the ground, lacking the diversity of property rights evident in the USA. Finally, with respect to education, one might detect another difference. The scale of natural resource development in the USA, together with the size and maturity of the domestic market economy and a complex legal system based firmly on the Rule of Law, make the US unique in energy law jurisdictions. The outwardlooking character of most European economies, especially the UK, coupled with their energy-importing requirements gives them an interest in nurturing an international perspective on energy law. It is possible to practice energy law in London without having British clients or having knowledge of specifically Britishowned or British-regulated resources. Similarly, it is possible to teach energy law in the UK as an international or transnational body of rules and standards to a body of students that are often not UK or even EU citizens. While these features can both be expected in the US context, they are unlikely to be present on anything like the same scale.
Although useful as a starting point, the Energy Bar Association's specification of what energy law involves and the list their article sets out 11 offers little of a theoretical character (nor does it pretend to do so). Yet there is a connection between the design of a sound curriculum and a rigorous conceptual understanding of the subject. Not surprisingly, therefore, the growth in academic interest in energy law has led to a renewed focus on exploring what is meant by energy law. This has been promoted by a number of new initiatives. There was a workshop on 'The Development of a Theory of Energy Law' in Helsinki, a collaborative effort between Finnish and UK academia. 12 A number of articles have recently been published that explore this subject in some detail.
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, 14 Building on these recent contributions, this article treats energy law as concerning the management of energy resources and the rights and duties over all energy activities over each stage of energy life cycle (which is diagrammatically represented in Figure 1 ) and at the local, national and international level. 15 This includes all of primary and secondary energy, renewable and non-renewable energy and conventional and unconventional energy.
This approach with its emphasis on the energy life cycle is evident, even if implicitly, in the US Review. There is some symmetry therefore between the US Review's authors thinking and that of this article.
To conclude, the clarification of a definition of energy law is needed so as to establish what should be included in an energy law curriculum, and so it can be further established who researches in the area, and who has the expertise to teach the curriculum. In addition, there is the need to have a definition to which other disciplines can relate, 16 and especially when energy research is a very interdisciplinary research area.
. E N E R G Y L A W S C H O L A R S H I P I N T H E U K
One distinguishing feature of the UK is that with the growth of energy law, more and more people could be said to have 'dropped' into energy law and now classify themselves as energy law scholars; this in part calls for a revision of what energy law is in itself and also what is energy law education is intended to mean. 17 In the past five years, there are more and more researchers at universities listing energy law as a one of their research specialties. While this information is not systematically recorded, 18 it can nevertheless be proved through, for example, the many new modules and degree programmes on energy law that have arisen in the UK over this time period; and this will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.
The promotion of energy law teaching at university level has not occurred solely due to pressure from legal academics in general. Rather, this has been in many cases part of a major push from central university committees who have been and are promoting multi-disciplinary energy research across the university. 19 Faculties, Departments or Schools of Law (hereafter, 'Law Schools') have therefore been supported to some degree in developing new energy law modules and curricula. In some cases, the value of an energy law academic is seen through increasing grant income into the Law School, and interacting with other disciplines. Indeed, many universities across the UK have strategic areas of research focus and these generally include energy research itself, and also environmental, health and climate research, to all of which energy law can contribute. Thus the value of the energy law scholar is increasing.
Law firms define their practice areas in response to client demands for assistance (and in the expectation that meeting those demands will lead to suitably attractive levels of fee generation). Energy companies who lack in-house legal resources capable of fully covering the legal needs of the company (which is most of them-even the largest of the energy companies does not keep all of the potentially applicable energy law disciplines under its roof) will go to an external law firm to help them-and recourse to a law firm with professed specialist energy law skills makes obvious sense. Indeed, the recent collapse of oil and gas prices has seen some companies reduce the internal legal headcount and increase the degree of reliance on suitably skilled external counsel. That, from a law firm's perspective, makes clear the demand side of the equation, but it is also necessary to match that with the supply of suitably trained lawyers. Thus, law firms will need to hire and develop lawyers (at every level of qualification, from trainee to partner) with the right mix of academic and practical skills in the relevant energy law disciplines.
There are a number of key purposes of offering an energy law curriculum that have been advanced from a UK perspective, and these are:
1. to unite a subject previously seen more as a special element in other, separate subject areas; 2. to contribute to the international community's response to energy problems that cause damage to society; 3. due to the growth in demand for energy lawyers (careers in energy law); and 4. its potential contribution to comparative law scholarship (energy law is a comparative law subject by nature).
Indeed, these reasons echo those of Adrian Bradbrook from his aforementioned seminal article. 20 The US Energy Bar Association has declared similar reasons for the need to offer an energy law curriculum. 21 The conclusion here is that there will be different purposes advanced by different scholars and practitioners, but that overall an energy law curriculum is valuable to a law school.
In this view, a new or potential energy law scholar and practitioner needs not only prior knowledge of core legal subjects (such as public, contract, tort and property law) but also needs to be introduced to interdisciplinary intersections of the subject. This is why 'an energy law & policy' general subject should be at the core of any energy law programme-and as Adrian Bradbrook advocated 20 years ago.
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Energy law is unlikely ever to be a core law subject, and it is more a specialist final year undergraduate course or masters course module (or programme). This is because the energy law student needs to have developed a good grounding in law before studying it; ideally, they will have taken courses in contract, tort and property law, and perhaps, public and international law should be added to this; and others possibly such as planning law, environmental law, commercial law, competition law and law and economics.
In utilizing Bradbrook's arguments, energy law is an applied legal subject that builds on pure legal subjects (identified as those which a student needs to pass for qualification, ie such as tort, contract and property/ land law), and thus, it is actually a suitable subject matter for students to learn so that they can apply the skills learned in the pure law subjects in an applied way. The US Bar Association has a similar view, stating that contract and property law are nearly necessarily prerequisites to studying energy law, but equally now so are public administrative law, international law and some level of economics.
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It can be advanced that given the important role that the energy sector plays in national economics in the majority of countries worldwide, it is vital to have energy law as part of, or at least give students the 20 Bradbrook (n 6). 21 ibid. 22 ibid. 23 US Energy Bar Association (n 1). opportunity to study it on, a legal curriculum-a sentiment echoed also by the US Energy Bar Association. 24 Indeed, already energy law has been trialled as an option for undergraduates with some success in the UK. 25 
. R A I S I N G A W A R E N E S S O F T H E F I E L D O F E N E R G Y L A W ?
The field of energy law is expanding at university level, and this is contributing to raising the awareness of the field of energy law. This is evident in the new programmes now offered by many universities and the new academic positions offered across universities in the UK. Within the last five years specifically, there have been significant developments with new LLM programmes, a new energy law institute and a number of new posts directly in energy law as is detailed in the subsections below.
Centres of energy law
There are three dedicated Energy Law centres in the UK. The Centre for Energy, Petroleum and Mineral Law and Policy at the University of Dundee is the oldest and remains the largest and most influential in the UK and internationally. It began in 1977, and approaches its 40th anniversary year next year. Its focus initially was on oil and gas law in the UK, at that time a very novel subject. In its second decade, it shifted focus to international energy law with programmes aimed exclusively at graduate students most of whom originated from outside of the UK and indeed even from outside the EU. The emphasis on law remained but was accompanied by a new emphasis on policy and the introduction of an energy economics programme. This provided the basis for a series of substantial research grants from The World Bank, the European Commission and the UK Department for International Development. Links with practice were fostered by means of a global faculty, which has grown to more than 100 legal practitioners, economists, civil society and industry negotiators.
The Centre for Energy Law at the University of Aberdeen is far younger than Dundee, but has built up a significant international reputation. It is a virtual (online) energy law centre, and while its focus is mainly on oil and gas law, it has moved into teaching energy law and law for low-carbon energy sources.
In contrast to Dundee and Aberdeen, the Energy and Natural Resources Law Institute at Queen Mary is more recent and began in 2013. It has seen a remarkable rise and currently has c 40 students on its LLM in Energy and Natural Resources Law. It also has received significant external support from law and energy firms.
New energy law programmes
Again, Aberdeen and Dundee have led progress here for several decades. Over the last decade (mostly within the last five years), however, these two universities have seen competition rise and there are now energy law programmes in many universities such as listed below:
• Queen Mary University of London -2013) where it proved to be one of the most popular an option subjects.
• Swansea University • City University Further, many universities now offer energy-law-related subjects, so perhaps more universities will consider introducing energy law programmes in the near future.
Centres with environmental and climate change law Energy law is the focus within other centres of law where it is generally grouped with environmental law or climate change law. For example, in particular, these are based at the University of Swansea (The Centre for Environmental and Energy Law and Policy
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) and the University of Cambridge (Cambridge Centre for Environment, Energy and Natural Resource Governance 27 ). Both focus on environmental and/or climate change law specifically, with both having a very limited number of staff conducting energy law research.
New academic positions
More universities that ever before are recruiting for positions in energy law. Dundee and Aberdeen have long established professorships and lectureships in energy law-though Dundee has the only named Professorship-the Professor of International Energy Law and Policy. The more exciting recent developments have been at other institutions such as the Universities of Cambridge, Stirling, Queen Mary and Wolverhampton, which have all directly recruited for positions in energy law. 28 The impact of these posts is significant for the development of energy law education in general. However, in terms of law schools more broadly, the question arises whether this will be the start of a trend. Indeed, will it develop in a manner similar to the USA, where the majority of law schools have energy law professors? 29 There is no doubt-and it is explored in the next section-that teaching energy law to students and its availability to them is becoming increasingly valuable. The energy sector is becoming a vital part of the economy, and increasingly there is overlap with other areas of law, so the option for students to study energy law is becoming increasingly relevant. Already mentioned has been the development of the interdisciplinary energy research agenda by universities centrally, and this has meant a further call for energy law academics. The above positions are 'titled' energy law positions, but equally academics have been employed to conduct energy law research at a number of other universities. There is perhaps a shortage of supply of academics coming through with the expertise and, indeed, Cambridge had to advertise twice for its position.
Academic and practitioner events Increasingly, there are also more academic and practitioner events that focus on energy law. In general, there have always been events for energy law practitioners in London, Aberdeen, Dundee and Brussels, but these have in general related specifically to an energy source or activity (such as the electricity market, extraction, etc). However, in addition more recently events that aim to cover the sector more holistically are emerging-such as the Thomson Reuters Energy Law Business Forum 30 and the UK Energy Law and Policy Association's first conference in 2015. 31 Energy Arbitration is another significant area for energy law conference activity, and there are many events that focus directly on energy arbitration in the UK. There are also those on arbitration in general which will have a focus on the energy sector in a number of different sessions. And finally, for the first time ever in 2016, there will be a focus on energy law at the UK Society for Legal Scholars 32 annual conference. 
Energy law journals

. T E A C H I N G E N E R G Y L A W
Teaching in energy law has moved beyond just oil and gas law in the UK. It now includes a whole range of subjects including focusing on low-carbon energy sources and other parts of the energy life cycle. Table 1 below identifies the energy law programmes available in the UK and in all cases where a student studies for an LLM degree. Table 2 below identifies the range of subjects offered in the three energy law centres in the UK; however, it should be noted that the nearly 50 per cent of UK universities now offer a selection of similar and other different energy law modules.
It is clear from the above two tables, and the fact that nearly 50 per cent of UK universities have energylaw-related modules, that energy law has taken a foothold in legal education in the UK. In terms of teaching energy law, this has been a long tradition in Dundee of engaging with practitioners and certainly Queen Mary is also doing similar things. Indeed, the teaching philosophy for the Energy and Natural Resources Law Institute at Queen Mary is 'to blend academic and practitioner rigour'.
. B E Y O N D T H E C L A S S R O O M -E N G A G I N G W I T H P R A C T I T I O N E R S I N T H E U K
36 However, there are more initiatives to engage with practitioners such as: internships for energy law students; engaging with potential students and law staff on their energy law events; and practitioner-led (assisted) dissertations.
Nevertheless, perhaps there needs to be more encouragement by law firms to ensure that their staff contributes in this way and equally that universities are more receptive to it. From the law firm's perspective, apart from the obvious educational benefits, assisting in the academic side of the business can be a great way of making contacts which might ultimately become clients. And universities can offer courses that the law firms would be happy to pay to send their lawyers to follow, to get the training necessary to appeal to energy law clients. There is an essential symbiosis to be captured here.
. C O N C L U S I O N
This article aimed to serve as a brief overview of energy law education in the sector. It is aimed at introducing areas for debate in the continued development of energy law education in the UK. At this stage, the authors do not aim to propose strict recommendations for the development of energy law education in the UK but merely to establish that debate needs to begin on how the UK should proceed to develop energy law education.
The US Review, however, did make certain recommendations, and these are summarized below in Table 3 . They grouped these recommendations into three areas, as per the table below.
The intentions behind these recommendations are clear, and from the discussion in this article, it is evident that many of these activities are already occurring to some degree in the UK. Nevertheless, more research is needed in this area and perhaps not all of the above recommendations will apply to the UK. And, as stated previously, it is not the intention of this article to advance recommendations as this requires further research. This area is an intended avenue for further research and analysis by the authors. There is no doubt that there needs to be a more unified approach as to the direction of UK energy law education, while at the same time allowing for universities to pursue independent paths as to what programmes and subjects they offer. Indeed, it has to be recognized that the career path for a student who pursues energy law is not just confined to being a legal practitioner in energy law. As this article shows, there are increasingly opportunities for PhDs and a career as an energy law academic, where there is perhaps a supply shortage at present. Equally, in practice there are in-house counsel positions at energy companies. More interestingly, there are potential careers not just in the private sector but in the public sector, for example, in May 2016, the UK Department for Energy and Climate Change announced 60 posts in Policy and Delivery Officers, 37 while energy regulators are also suffering staff shortages due to a lack of available legal expertise. These latter opportunities in the UK represent a significant development in energy and climate change work by the public sector. Further, there will be an increase in EU-wide opportunities due to the proposed Energy Union and the further developments in EU energy law. And finally, there will be a need for lawyers to assist in aiding how UK energy law transitions through the Brexit process. Accordingly, the UK energy law community has to ensure that both general law and energy law graduates have the necessary education to pursue these opportunities and, as the US Bar Association stated, '[w]hether a law student is considering a career in the field of energy law or not, understanding how energy is regulated is becoming essential legal knowledge'. 38 While universities have an obligation to ensure that graduates receive the knowledge necessary to accelerate their training to be an energy lawyer, it is also an obligation for a university itself to encourage the student to 'think' about energy law and to encourage flexibility in their learning approach so that they can adapt to whatever challenges the energy sector brings in their careers. Universities are the place, as John Henry Newman noted in the Idea of a University, where '. . .inquiry is pushed forward, and discoveries verified and perfected, and rashness rendered innocuous, and error exposed, by the collision of mind with mind, and knowledge with knowledge.' 39 This article has aimed to lay some of the groundwork for ensuring that these conditions exist for energy law students, by beginning an evaluation of energy law education in the UK. 
